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Electronic albums are increasingly trending towards providing holistic,
filmic experiences rather than simply serving as collections of beats.
Records like Arca’s Mutant, Visionist’s Safe, and Lotic’s Agitations feel
more like action or horror movies than albums, balancing violent sensory
overload with suspenseful periods of relative inactivity. In order to thrill the
listener, they ask that you sit down with them, experience them; these
aren’t albums you can just throw on while you do the dishes. Communion,
the debut by Houston producer Rabit, is one of these records, and in spite
of running just over half an hour in length, it’s a particularly demanding
one.

Communion’s distinguishing trait is its persistent negativity. The music
here isn’t funny, pretty, or “chill”: it’s meant to disarm. Melody is sparse,
except for some bleak strings and harsh synths. Rather, the musical palate is mostly composed of slamming,
banging metallic sounds that seem to fly into each other at high velocity. Grooves are even less common than
melody, and the only track that really serves as a “beat” is tantalizingly labeled as an “interlude” (“Glass Harp
Interlude”). The closest thing to a rhythmic anchor comes in the form of staccato, Morse Code-like patterns that
underly several tracks, including “Ox,” “Flesh Covers The Bone,” and the opening duo of “Advent” and “Snow
Leopard.”

While peers such as Arca tend to explore the possibilities of just what sort of wacky sounds one can make with
electronics, Rabit’s palate is spartan and generally uniform, with only a few truly unusual sounds. “Artemis” features
a low, soulful vocal sample that could be from Sade or Anita Baker, adding a brief flash of queeny glamour to the
rugged landscape. A bouncy mouth harp noise shows up for a few seconds at the end of “Burnerz” before
disappearing; it’s a shame it only appears so briefly, because it’s the most interesting noise on the record. It would
have been nice if Rabit indulged in more capricious decisions like these. In spite of its sonic onslaught, Communion
can feel remarkably conservative at times.

Speaking of politics: according to Rabit’s label Tri Angle, “ Communion explores “issues relating to sexuality, gender,
ownership of our natural bodies, societal and governmental injustices, and media manipulations.” It’s hard to say
exactly where these themes show up on Communion. It’s always difficult to politicize instrumental music, so
producers often have to rely on outside context. Visionist’s I’m Fine EP series was intended to simulate his own
experiences with anxiety, which made perfect sense given the tense music it contained. Upon listening back to
Communion after hearing Tri Angle’s statement, it’s worth asking: “Really?”

Rabit puts us through a lot of hell on Communion, and listeners might be disappointed that he doesn’t give us much
reason why. But if nothing else, Communion works on a visceral level. For those whose ears are trained for music
this harsh, Communion might prove entertaining, even fun; there’s a thrill to hearing Rabit’s brutal blasts of
percussion materialize between uneasy bits of silence. But it’s hard to imagine even the most hardened listener
wanting to listen to Communion every day. This is an album that keeps you on the edge of your seat, and even if it’s
what you’re in the mood for, you might still come out of it with a bit more gray in your hair.
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